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Note on Children, Victims of domestic abuse and Trafficked persons 
 

Introduction: 
The Immigration Law Practitioners‟ Association (ILPA) is a professional association, whose 
members are mainly immigration, asylum and nationality law practitioners. Academics and 
charities are also members. Established over 25 years ago, ILPA exists to promote and improve 
advice and representation in immigration, asylum and nationality law. ILPA is represented on 
numerous Government, including UK Border Agency and Legal Services Commission, 
consultative and advisory groups. 
 
As with several other areas of law, the Bill seeks devastating effects on the provision of legal aid in 
relation to immigration.  Save for asylum cases and challenges to detention, all immigration 
matters are to be removed from legal aid scope.  Immigration is also singled out for specific legal 
aid exclusions for judicial reviews.  It is a matter of grave concern, therefore, that in many of the 
debates conducted so far on this Bill, immigration has all too frequently been left out of account. 
 
The Government identified four factors relevant to what should remain in scope for legal aid.  
Those four factors may be summarised as follows:1 

 Importance of the issue; the following are of high priority: cases concerning life, liberty, 
physical safety, homelessness, intervention by the state and holding the state to account; 

 Individual‟s ability to present his or her own case, with consideration given to whether 
proceedings are adversarial or inquisitorial and whether litigants are “from a predominantly 
physically or emotionally vulnerable group”; 

 Availability of alternative sources of funding, with Conditional Fee Agreements, legal 
insurance and trade unions identified; and  

 Availability of alternative means of resolution, with alternative sources of advice, ombuds 
and complaints procedures identified. 

 
The Bill excludes all immigration cases from legal aid except for asylum cases, challenges to 
immigration detention (such as bail applications) and cases before the Special Immigration 
Appeals Commission2.  This general exclusion is in conflict with the Government‟s „four factors‟-
analysis and risks serious, undesirable and perverse outcomes.  In immigration cases, there are 
no alternative means of resolution.  There is no mediation or other dispute resolution option.  
Neither an ombuds nor complaints process can address the question of a person‟s entitlement to 
continue to reside in the UK.  Nor are there generally alternative sources of funding or advice for 
those who qualify for legal aid.  Immigration is peculiar in that advice and representation in this 

                                            
1
 Proposals for the Reform of Legal Aid in England and Wales: Consultation Response  Ministry of Justice, June 2011 

paragraph 6 (page 11). 
2
 Paragraphs 21-25, Part 1, Schedule 1, paragraphs 21-25;  paragraph 26 also preserves Legal Aid for some asylum 

support. 
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area are regulated (under pain of criminal sanction).3  Charities and other advice organisations, if 
unable or unwilling to meet the requirements of the regulatory scheme, are thus prohibited from 
filling any gap that may be left by the removal of legal aid.  For those without leave to be in the UK 
(including those whose leave has been taken away), working will generally be illegal.  Accordingly, 
individuals will be unable to raise funds themselves, save by exposing themselves to the risk of 
serious exploitation.  While sometimes friends or family may be able to collect funds for legal 
advice or representation, this can also leave individuals open to exploitation.   

 
As regards the first of the four factors, listed above: “holding the state to account” has benefits in 
providing incentive for the state to improve.  Removing effective scrutiny of the state by removing 
legal aid, allows the state to continue bad practices and can exacerbate these.  This is certainly of 
concern in relation to the work of the UK Border Agency.  During Commons Report on this Bill, the 
Chair of the Justice Select Committee said (Hansard HC, 2 November 2011 : Column 697): 
 

Is it not absurd that the Government should be scrabbling around for money to meet the 
costs of bad decision making and bad communication between Departments and those 
affected by their decisions?  Ought not the Government’s priority be to ensure those 
Departments change those processes, which they are more likely to do if they have an 
incentive, which is provided by the fact that their budget will meet some of the costs if they 
do not do so? 

 
Children: 
Several organisations have highlighted concerns about children in immigration cases, including 
the Refugee Children‟s Consortium, the Children‟s Society, Barnardo‟s, Just Rights and Refugee 
Youth.  The Government revised its original proposals concerning family law to take into account 
“that children are not able to represent themselves”.4  Children are no better placed to represent 
themselves in immigration proceedings. The exclusion for immigration cases particularly affects 
children in the following situations: 

 Separated (unaccompanied) children, other than those pursuing asylum claims.  This will 
include children, some of whom will have been in the UK for several years, applying for an 
extension of discretionary leave and who are being cared for by a local authority. 

 Children facing removal from the UK along with a parent, or separation from a parent by 
reason of that parent‟s removal, where their interests require separate representation. 

 
Where a separated child with no legal aid and no income is in the care of a local authority, that 
authority may be looked to for funding for representation.5  This would constitute a substantial (and 
unpredictable) transfer of cost from the Ministry of Justice to local authorities6 (something 
antithetical to the Government‟s stated antipathy to public expenditure “cost shifting”7); and would 
risk increasing costs because paying privately for representation will cost more than is paid under 
legal aid rates.  This group may therefore, uniquely among the immigration cases, be able to find 
an alternative source of funding, but is this desired?   

 
As to families, the Supreme Court and its predecessor have highlighted cases where the child 
needs separate representation. Two cases were, in the view of those courts, examples of this:   

 In EM (Lebanon)8, removal of child and mother to Lebanon would have led to his custody 
being given to his estranged and abusive father and permanent separation from his mother.   

                                            
3
 Immigration and Asylum Act 1999, Part V: the Office of the Immigration Services Commissioner. 

4
 Consultation Response, op.cit., paragraph 50, page 21; Bill Schedule 1, Part 1, paragraph 13.   

5
 Community Legal Service (Financial) Regulations 2000 SI 200/516, regulation 11, but see the Legal Service‟s 

Commission‟s Funding Code, Chapter 29 Immigration at paragraph 29.11.2.. 
6
 With implications for the Home Office/UK Border Agency budget in view of the grant arrangements by which Local 

Authorities receive payment for care responsibilities toward separated children seeking asylum. 
7
 Hansard HC, 29 Jun 2011 : Column 1063 (per Jonathan Djanogly MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State for 

Justice). 
8
 EM (Lebanon) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2008] UKHL 64. 
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 In ZH (Tanzania)9, the children‟s mother‟s removal would either have separated the British 
children from their mother or removed them from their settled life in the UK and their father. 

 
At Commons Report, the Minister for Legal Aid said that a child‟s interests could be represented 
by a parent or guardian, and social workers could advise and represent separated children.  
Alternatively, he suggested that law centres, pro bono representation and the Refugee Council 
could provide legal support.10  This ignores where a child‟s interests conflict with his or her parent, 
and in any case provides no special protection to children since in immigration proceedings those 
parents will equally be denied legal aid leaving the children with no expert help.  As regards 
separated children, the Minister‟s statement begins to reveal some of the cost-shifting to local 
authorities to which the Bill would lead.  However, his suggestion that law centres (many of whom 
are at risk of closure by reason of legal aid cuts11), or Refugee Council (it has been subjected to 
substantial cuts12) or pro bono lawyers (i.e. legal aid can be removed because those lawyers can 
be expected to just fill even more of the gap in provision for free) lack credibility. 
 
These cases involve international and domestic obligations concerning the best interests of the 
child13 and the safety and welfare of children14.  The state (the UK Border Agency, which has been 
found wanting in this regard15) must be held to account. The Government is correct that children 
are not able to represent themselves.  The exclusion of legal aid for children in immigration 
proceedings as intended by this Bill offends the Government‟s „four factors‟-analysis; and does so 
with additional, undesirable and perverse risks. 
 
Victims of domestic abuse: 
Several organisations, including Rights of Women, the National Federation of Women‟s Institutes, 
Southall Black Sisters and Al-Hasaniya Moroccan Women‟s Centre, have highlighted the situation 
of victims of domestic abuse who face being trapped in an abusive relationship because their 
immigration status is dependent on that relationship and they fear the immigration consequences 
of seeking to escape.  The Government has amended the Bill to provide legal aid for some of 
these victims, but not all.  The Bill now provides for victims who are dependent on British citizens 
and settled persons.  The Government has agreed that it must give further consideration to other 
victims as yet left out of the Bill.  There are three classes of victim of domestic abuse who are not 
within the Bill at present: 

 those dependent on European Economic Area nationals and others exercising free 
movement rights  

 those dependent on migrants with limited leave to enter or remain in the UK 

 those dependent on migrants whose status is irregular 
 
Each of these classes of victim faces the same or similar difficulties to the class of victim for whom 
the Government has now made provision in the Bill.  Those difficulties were described by the 
Minister for Legal Aid in Committee on 19 July 2011 (Column 245): 
 

There is a real risk that, without legal aid, people will stay trapped in abusive relationships 
out of fear of jeopardising their immigration status. The type of trauma that they might have 
suffered will often make it difficult to cope with such applications. We also appreciate that 
people apply under great pressure of time, and access to a properly designated immigration 
adviser is a factor. 

                                            
9
 ZH (Tanzania) v Secretary of State for the Home Department [2011] UKSC 4. 

10
 Hansard HC, 31 October 2011 : Columns 689-690 

11
 See report in Law Society Gazette: http://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news/legal-aid-cuts-039to-force-law-firms-close039  

12
 See report in The Guardian: http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/feb/01/refugee-services-heavy-hit-cuts  

13
 Article 3.1, 1989 UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. 

14
 Section 55, Borders, Citizenship and Immigration Act 2009. 

15
 On 18 March 2011, ILPA wrote to the UK Border Agency having reviewed the decisions of the higher courts in 

respect of the Agency‟s duties under section 55 and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (op.cit.), which 
show serious failings in several parts of the Agency. 

http://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news/legal-aid-cuts-039to-force-law-firms-close039
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2011/feb/01/refugee-services-heavy-hit-cuts
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These victims of domestic abuse constitute a paradigm “physically or emotionally vulnerable 
group”. The exclusion of such victims from legal aid offends the Government‟s „four factors‟-
analysis.  Domestic violence applications are far from straightforward: 

 The UK Border Agency‟s record in dealing with these cases is especially poor. Some 61% 
to 69% of refusals are overturned on appeal.16   

 The gathering and presentation of evidence, with associated costs and risks, is often 
necessary for success.  Many applications are (including wrongly) refused by the UK 
Border Agency on the grounds of inadequate evidence. 

 To escape abusive relationships, victims need to understand the implications for their 
immigration status.  They need immigration advice.  As described above, only regulated 
advisors can provide this; a refuge etc. cannot. Without advice and assistance, many 
victims will not find the confidence to escape their abuser. 

 
The Bill risks the undesirable outcome that victims of domestic abuse remain (with their children) 
in abusive relationships for fears of the immigration consequences of escape. It may lead those 
with a risk on return to advance an asylum case they would not otherwise have made.    
 
Trafficked persons: 
The Bill would exclude from legal aid trafficked persons who do not claim asylum. Asylum claims 
are based on risks on return; while some victims face such risks, others do not. Trafficked persons 
constitute a paradigm “physically or emotionally vulnerable group”. Their cases often require 
expert evidence (including medico-legal reports, country expert evidence and evidence on the 
modus operandi of traffickers) for which, without legal aid, they will be unable to pay.  The 
exclusion of legal aid for trafficked persons offends the Government‟s „four factors‟-analysis.  
Additionally, it may increase the number of cases in which an asylum claim is made. 
 
Additional concerns: 
ILPA‟s concerns are not restricted to the three groups identified here.  Concerns include wider 
problems with the Bill that will affect these groups and others, and problems that are cut across 
several areas of law including immigration.  Two concerns are highlighted here: 

 The Government says that the exclusion of legal aid for certain immigration judicial reviews 
is to exclude unmeritorious cases where there has already been a full oral hearing17.  The 
Bill, however, excludes judicial reviews regardless of merit, including where there has been 
no previous hearing. 

 One reason given by the Government to justify the removal of immigration and other areas 
of law from scope is that appeals come before a „user-friendly‟ tribunal, and are 
straightforward as they turn on questions of fact18.  Even leaving aside the tendentious 
nature of that asserted justification19, it provides no answer to the exclusion of legal aid for 
onward appeals, often brought by the State when an individual has succeeded on his or her 
appeal, which proceed solely on matters of law20. 

 

 

For further information please get in touch with: 

Steve Symonds, Legal Officer, steve.symonds@ilpa.org.uk, 020-7490 1553 
Alison Harvey, General Secretary, alison.harvey@ilpa.org.uk, 020-7251 8383 

                                            
16

 Figures disclosed by the UK Border Agency to Rights of Women show success rates on appeal within this range for 
the period April 2009 and September 2010. 
17

 Hansard HC, 31 October 2011 : Column 689; and Consultation Response, op cit, page 13, paragraphs 13 & 14 
18

 See e.g. Hansard HC, Committee, 19 July 2011 : Column 243; and Consultation Response, op cit, page 112, 
paragraph 6 
19

 The evidential requirements, for example, may defeat appellants in many immigration appeals; and judges are 
restricted to deciding cases on the evidence presented to them. 
20

 These onward appeals are also only brought by permission of a judge. 
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